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Job role Ceased during last 12 months 
Direct care 57,479 
Manager/supervisor 3,828 
Professional staff 3,688 
Other workers 8,751 
Total number of workers ceasing 






% Out of 
total 
leavers 




Within the same Organisation 1,662 2.3% 5.3% 
Another employer in social care 12,500 17.0% 39.6% 
Health Sector 3,941 5.3% 12.5% 
Retail sector 1,201 1.6% 3.8% 
Other destinations 4,940 6.7% 15.7% 
Abroad 2,325 3.2% 7.4% 
Not to another job immediately 4,979 6.8% 15.8% 
Destination not known 42,198 57.2%  
Total number ceasing work 73,746 100.0%  
Total number with destination 
known 
  31,548 
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Region of employment 















Redundancy 0.8 0.8 1.5 1.0 2.4 0.5 0.6 2.3 0.8 
End of contract 1.2 0.9 1.6 1.6 1.3 1.0 1.1 1.6 0.6 
‘End of working life’ 3.8 5.5 3.1 4.5 4.5 4.2 5.1 4.4 4.8 
Pay 4.2 4.8 5.1 5.8 4.6 3.3 2.8 4.1 7.0 
Dismissal 4.9 5.0 4.5 6.2 6.0 4.7 5.4 5.9 7.1 
Career development 8.4 9.3 13.8 8.7 9.0 9.9 10.3 10.2 9.5 
‘Unsuitable nature of work’ 13.4 11.0 15.0 16.3 12.8 13.2 12.1 14.8 17.6 
Reason unknown 17.1 17.5 17.7 9.3 18.7 22.0 16.8 19.0 15.0 
‘Unfavourable conditions’ 20.9 15.0 14.8 23.7 18.3 15.7 16.9 14.9 16.3 
‘Personal’ 25.5 30.3 23.0 23.0 22.6 25.6 29.0 22.9 21.2 
Number of leavers 7,530 8,275 5,975 4,208 9,410 13,000 10,325 9,389 7,443 !B$2-#:%(,!)+!*3%!;#(*3!B',*!'+0!B',*%(+!(%1)#+,!)+0)4'*%0!*3'*!(%-'*)&%-:!3)13%(!2(#2#(*)#+,!#C!,*'CC!-%C*!*3%)(!S#/,!09%!*#!T9+C'&#9('/-%!#(1'+),'*)#+! 4#+0)*)#+,U! '*! >?! '+0! >Q! 2%(4%+*! (%,2%4*)&%-:8! 4#$2'(%0! *#! '! ('+1%! #C! QI! *#! QJ! 2%(4%+*! '$#+1! #*3%(! (%1)#+,5! "#$%!
*'+),-&./&(%)&()/-$)012$),$0/'2! !3!!&'()'*)#+,! '(%! '-,#! #/,%(&%0! )+! (%-'*)#+! *#! 4'(%%(! 0%&%-#2$%+*8! .3%(%! $#(%! .#(F%(,! )+! V#+0#+! '22%'(! *#! /%+%C)*! C(#$! *3),! '*! Q?!2%(4%+*5!
456$)'.),$27&0$)!
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Detailed type of setting 




























Pay 4.4 3.6 2.8 4.2 5.9 4.1 3.0 2.5 
‘End of working life’ 4.6 5.5 3.6 8.4 3.4 3.8 5.7 3.0 
‘Personal’ 22.9 28.9 25.6 17.1 22.5 20.2 26.3 30.8 
‘Unfavourable conditions’ 19.3 15.6 13.8 7.5 18.4 18.0 18.3 11.5 
‘Unsuitable nature of work’ 12.7 11.2 14.1 16.2 17.3 14.5 12.7 10.7 
Career development 11.0 11.2 12.9 10.2 7.3 10.4 10.7 9.5 
Dismissal 6.0 6.4 7.3 3.5 4.6 8.9 4.0 2.7 
Redundancy 0.6 0.7 1.2 10.8 0.7 1.4 1.3 4.8 
End of contract 0.9 1.0 1.2 3.3 0.6 1.2 3.5 3.4 
Reason unknown 17.6 16.0 17.5 18.9 19.3 17.6 14.6 21.1 
Number of leavers 16779 22062 3065 1447 23523 1458 2636 4585 !!
!"! !"#$%&'(%)*'+"),-")#*'.*)$"/$#%&'!
#$%&'(&)*')+$%,$)%(-)$./+'0$1&2)
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Sector of employment 
Reason for leaving 
Local 
Authorities Private Voluntary Other 
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,-.$/0$1/-23"12$ *&($ 4&5$ %&)$ %&%$
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